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(Communicated by Irwin Kra)

ABSTRACT. We show that Mergelyan sets and Farrell sets for //P(D) (1 <

p < oo) are just the same if either the weak topology or the norm topology is

considered. This answers a question posed by Rubel and Stray in [3].

Mergelyan sets and Farrell sets, for different classes of analytic functions in the

open unit disc D, have been studied by A. Stray [4-8]. In [3], these kinds of sets

were described and characterized for Hardy spaces 22P(D) (1 < p < oo), these

spaces being endowed with the weak topology tp.

In this paper we show that Mergelyan sets and Farrell sets for 22P(D) (1 < p <

oo) are just the same if either the weak topology tp or the || ||p-norm topology

is considered. In other words, the corresponding approximation problems have

exactly the same solutions for (Hp,rp) and (Hp, \\ \\p) (1 < p < co). Moreover, our

result implies an extension of a theorem of Rubel and Stray, and the answer to a

question raised by them [3].

D denotes the open unit disc, T is the boundary of D, and m is the normalized

Lebesgue measure on T. If p < oo, Lp represents the space of measurable functions

on T such that
• i/p

\f\P dsn < 00.
it

When 1 < p < co, Lp is a Banach space. The closed subspace Hp of Lp is the

space of all functions f E LP whose Fourier coefficients with negative indices all

vanish. If / is a function of Hp, we shall consider / as extended—via the Poisson

integral—to an analytic function on D.

Let us recall that if (A, r) is a space of analytic functions on D such that the

polynomials 3° are r-dense in A, a relatively closed subset F of D is said to be a

Mergelyan set for (A,t) if for any f E A whose restriction to F, f\p, is uniformly

continuous, there exists a sequence (pn) in ¿P such that

(1) pn —► f in the r topology, as n —► co,

(2) pn —► / uniformly on F, as n —► oo.

Similarly, F is said to be a Farrell set for (A,t) if for any f E A such that f\p is

bounded, there exists a sequence of polynomials (pn) such that

(1) pn —> / pointwise on F, as n —> co,

(2) limbec llpnllf = ||/||F,
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(3) Pn —► f in the r topology, as n —► co.

As is customary, ||/||f = Sup{|/(¿:)|:2 E F}.

Theorem (Extended Rubel-Stray theorem). Let i < p < co, and let
F be a relatively closed subset o/D. The following seven statements are equivalent

to each other.

(i) F is a Farrell set for (Hp,tp).

(ii) F is a Mergelyan set for (Hp, rp).

(iii) There is a set E C F (IT with m.{E) = 0, such that if ç belongs to Fc\T\E,

then a sequence (çn) exists in F converging nontangentially to ç.

(iv) If g is uniformly continuous on F and f is any function of Hp with the

restriction f\F bounded, then there exists a sequence (pn) in 3s satisfying:

(a) pn —* f weakly, as n —* co,

(ß) lim«-,«, ||pn - g\\F = ||/ - g\\F.

(v) As in (iv) but replacing condition (a) by (a') below.

(a') pn —> f in the || ||p-norm topology, as n —> co.

(vi) F is a Farrell set for (Hp, \\ \\p).

(vii) F is a Mergelyan set for (Hp, || ||p).

PROOF. Equivalences (i)-«-(ii)-<=>(iii) -*>(iv) have been proved by Rubel and Stray

in [3] and their proof is the more substantial result. In fact, our sole significant

contribution is to show that (iv)=>(v). Indeed, it is clear that (vi)=>(i), (vii)=>(ii),

and (v)=>(iv). Setting o = 0 in (v), we easily get (v)=> (vi); also if we take o = f\F

in (v), then we get (v)=»(vii).

We shall need the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let B be a Banach space, and let (xn) be a sequence in B converging

to an element x of B. Then the arithmetic mean sequence ((Í/N) J^ xn) converges

to the same limit x.

LEMMA 2. If (fn) is a sequence of functions in Lp converging weakly to f,

we can select a subsequence (fnk) of (/„) such that the sequence of the arithmetic

means
}n\ + fn.2 + '    ' + fnk

(k=l,2,...)

converge in mean to f.

Lemma 1 is a Cesàro-type result; its proof is easy but technical and we omit it

here. Lemma 2 is known as Banach-Saks' theorem. Its proof can be found in [2, p.

80].

Now we are ready to prove (iv)=>(v). Let / E Hp be such that the restriction

f\p is bounded, and let g be a uniformly continuous function on F. By hypothesis

there is a sequence (p„) of polynomials satisfying:

(1) pn —► / weakly,    as n —> co,

(2) ||pn - /||f -♦ ||/ - ill*",    asn^co.

And, as a consequence of (1):

(3) lim pn(z) = f(z)
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for any z E D. Using Lemma 1, (3) and (2), it can be shown that

N

CO)(4) ^¿Pn(*)-/(*)        (2V
n=l

for any z ED and,

1    -
(5) ñY,\\P»-9\\r-*\\f-s\\r        (N

By virtue of Lemma 1, there exists a subsequence (pnk) of (p„) such that the

sequence (of polynomials) (qk), where

_ Pni + Pn2 "f          + Pnk ,, .   „ ,
Qk - -7.- («=1,2,...),

converges to / in the || ||p-norm topology. By (3) and Lemma 1 we get

(6) qk(z) - f(z)        (k -» co)

for any z in D. We also have

(7) l|Pn„ -ffÜF -> ||/-ff||F (l/ — CO)

by hypothesis in (2), and using Lemma 1 again, one has

1    k

(8) j¡Y.\\P^-g\\F^\\f-g\\F      (k -oo).

Moreover,

AT

I9fc -o||f

(9)

Pru +Pn2 +-r-Pnk -kg

k

k

F

<Íg¿IIP»-ffllF       (fc = l,2,...).
V =1

Hence, the sequence (||^a: — °||f) is bounded. The elements of this last sequence

lie on the real line according to one of the following three positions with respect to

the point ||/ — g\\F:

(A) All of the terms lie at the left side of ||/ — g\\F.

(B) Except a finite number, all of the terms lie at the left side of ||/ — o||f-

(C) Infinitely many (or all) the elements are at the right side of ||/ — g[\F.

The proof is completed by showing that, for each case, a subsequence (qk¡) of

(qk) can be found such that

(10) \\qkl - 9\\f ^ \\f - 9\\f        (/-co).

Case A. Let 7 = sup ||gjfc - g\\F and let 7 < ||/ — g\\F. If this inequality is strict,

then for e > 0 verifying

7 < 7 + c- < ||/-o||f,

there exists a zq E F such that 7 + e < \f(zo) — g(zo)[.   But, qk(zo) — g(zo) —♦

f(zo)~g(zo), as k -^ 00, by (6). Hence, 7 + e < \qko(z0) -g(z0)\ < \\qko -g\\F < 7

for some positive integer /cq. So, in this case it will have to be that 7 = ||/ — g\\F,

and with the usual procedure we can find a subsequence of (qk) satisfying (10).
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Case B. Deleting the finite number of elements of ||<7fc — g\\F lying at the right

side of ||/ — g\\F, we would be in Case A.

Case C. Finally, if

\\f -9\\f < ||gk„ -ç\\f        (k» < kli+i,p= 1,2,...)

we get

11/ - 9\\f < Ik*, - o||f < -j- X Up«- ~ sIIf
*" v=l

for all p = 1,2,..., using (9).  By passing to the limit as p —► co, and having in

mind (8), one obtains

||/-o||f<  Hm \\qk   - g\\F < \\f-g\\F.
it—»oo p

The theorem is now proven.
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